1 APRIL 2020
- Registration of Attendees
- Port & Terminal Tour by boat ‘Nieuwe Maze’ with lunch aboard in Port of Rotterdam and visit of our member EBS Bulk Terminal
- Opening reception

2 APRIL 2020
Opening and news on DBTG | Introduction to the programme
Start of the Partner Programme

Session | The Changing Terminal World and Digitalisation
- Johan Johansson, Operations Manager of Oxelösund Hamn AB
Changes in the energy mix; from coal to biomass and the effect of a steel mill turning into CO2 neutral steel production
- Ton van der Leer, Operations Manager of EMO Dry Bulk Terminal
Crane automation, the process of development and the effect to our operations
- Pasi Salmela, Senior Advisor of Rauanheimo OY
Introduction to the need of digitalisation

- Coffee break -

Session | The Changing Terminal World and Digitalisation
- Sami Kaksonen, VP Sales & Marketing of Awake. AI
Building a sustainable terminal for Rauanheimo OY with real-time collaboration
Why digitalisation is pivotal for building sustainable terminal operations in the future
2 APRIL 2020

**Session | Hinterland Logistics**
- Paul Goris, Executive Director of DBTG
  Introduction to the European hinterland transport modes
- Theresia Hacksteiner, Secretary General of European Barge Union
  Introduction to the European Inland Waterway Transport system
- Hans-Willem Vroon, Director of Railgood
  Introduction to European Rail Cargo dynamics

**Annual General Meeting of the International Dry Bulk Terminals Group (AGM)**
- Lunch -

**Session | Safety on Bulk Carrier Vessels**
- Kevin Cribbin, Technical Director of Vistrato Ltd.
  Safe Cargo Handling by Design. Inadequate focus at the ship design and construction stage on ensuring a safer, more ergonomic working is a major contributor to accidents for terminal workers. Safe working conditions in cargo holds. Our statement to IMO towards an adapted CSS Code annex 14
- Annet Koster, Managing Director of KVNR (Royal Association of Netherlands Ship Owners)
  “A hundred and forty too many” - How could seafarers and shore workers lose their lives when carrying and handling solid bulk cargoes on board ships? And what can we do together to prevent this from happening again?
- **Interactive discussion with the audience and conclusions**
  Introduction of a new Working Group for the development of better standards to Bulk Carriers
  - Coffee break -

**Session | Emissions & Impacts On Dry Bulk Shipping**
- Sarah Holden, Shipping & Trade Research Manager, Clarksons Research
  Dry Bulk Shipping Market Overview & The Environment And Emissions Impacts
- Trevor Crowe, Director, Clarksons Research
  Environmental, Regulatory & Fuel Transition Factors Impacting Shipping & Dry Bulk Terminals

- Networking -

- Dinner in De Kuip-Feyenoord Rotterdam Soccer stade
3 APRIL 2020
Opening and findings and feedback of the previous day

Session | Quality, Health, Safety, Environment Systems – The practice
- Jan de Wit – Managing Director of European Bulk Terminals (EBS)
  Introduction to the background of the EBS QHSSE system
  History, transition, importance of the system
- Arno Schilders and Koos Leeuwenstein of RASCI and INBISCO
  How EBS is supported during all phases of implementation of the QHSSE system:
  Challenge – Solution - Result

- Coffee break -

- Company presentations from Port of Rotterdam and Port of Amsterdam
- Closing remarks

- Lunch -

The End of the Operational & Technical Conference of DBTG

For further general information please contact
Paul Goris, DBTG Executive Director | paul@drybulkterminals.org
Korin Schalk, DBTG Secretariat | korin@drybulkterminals.org
Julia Peckham, DBTG Secretariat | julia@drybulkterminals.org

This Conference is sponsored by |